Bridging History

The Erosion of Equality

Among the most novel features of early urban life was the amazing specialization of work.
In ancient Mesopotamia, even scribes were subdivided into many categories: junior and
senior scribes, temple scribes and royal scribes, scribes for particular administrative or
official functions. None of these people, of course, grew their own food; they were
supported by the highly productive agriculture of farmers.
Hierarchies of Class
Alongside the occupational specialization of the First Civilizations lay their vast
inequalities—in wealth, status, and power. Here we confront a remarkable and
persistent feature of the human journey. As ingenuity and technology created
more-productive economies, the greater wealth now available to societies was
everywhere piled up rather than spread out. Early signs of this erosion of equality
were evident in the more settled and complex gathering and hunting societies
such as the Chumash and in agricultural chiefdoms such as Cahokia, but the
advent of urban-based civilizations multiplied and magnified these inequalities
many times over, as the egalitarian values of earlier cultures were everywhere displaced.
This transition represents one of the major turning points in the social history
of humankind.
As the First Civilizations took shape, inequality and hierarchy soon came to be
regarded as normal and natural. Upper classes everywhere enjoyed great wealth in
land or salaries, were able to avoid physical labor, had the finest of everything, and
occupied the top positions in political, military, and religious life. Frequently, they
were distinguished by the clothing they wore, the houses they lived in, and the
manner of their burial. Early Chinese monarchs bestowed special clothing, banners,
chariots, weapons, and ornaments on their regional officials, and all of these items were
graded according to the officials’ precise location in the hierarchy. In Mesopotamia, the
punishments prescribed in the famous Code of Hammurabi depended on social status A
free-born commoner who struck a person of equal rank had to pay a small fine, but if he
struck “a man who is his superior, he shall receive 60 strokes with an oxtail whip in public.”
Clearly, class had consequences.
In all civilizations, free commoners represented the vast majority of the population
and included artisans of all kinds, lower-level officials, soldiers and police, servants,
and, most numerous of all, farmers. It was their surplus production—appropriated
through a variety of taxes, rents, required labor, and tribute payments—that supported
the upper classes. At least some of these people were aware of, and resented, these
forced extractions and their position in the social hierarchy. Most Chinese peasants,
for example, owned little land of their own and worked on plots granted to them
by royal or aristocratic landowners. An ancient poem compared the exploiting
landlords to rats and expressed the farmers’ vision of a better life:
Large rats! Large rats!

Do not eat our spring grain!
Three years have we had to do with you.
And you have not been willing to think of our toil.
We will leave you,
And go to those happy borders.
Happy borders, happy borders!
Who will there make us always to groan?
At the bottom of social hierarchies everywhere were slaves. Slavery and civilization,
in fact, seem to have emerged together. Female slaves, captured in the many wars among
rival Mesopotamian cities, were put to work in large-scale semi-industrial weaving
enterprises, while males helped to maintain irrigation canals and construct zigguratsi.
Others worked as domestic servants in the households of their owners. In all of the
First Civilizations, slaves—derived from prisoners of war, criminals, and debtors— were
available for sale; for work in the fields, mines, homes, and shops of their owner; or on
occasion for sacrifice. From the days of the earliest civilizations until the nineteenth
century, the practice of “people owning people” was an enduring feature
of state-based societies everywhere.
The practice of slavery in ancient times varied considerably from place to place. Egypt and
the Indus Valley civilizations initially had far fewer slaves than did Mesopotamia, which
was highly militarized. Later, the Greeks of Athens and the Romans employed slaves far
more extensively than did the Chinese or Indians. Furthermore, most ancient slavery
differed from the type of slavery practiced in the Americas during recent centuries; in the
early civilizations, slaves were not a primary agricultural labor force, many children of
slaves could become free people, and slavery was not associated primarily with “blackness”
or with Africa.
Hierarchies of Gender
Accompanying the hierarchies of class were those of gender, as civilizations everywhere
undermined the earlier and more equal relationships between men and women. Most
scholars agree that early horticultural societies, those using a hoe or digging stick,
continued the relative gender equality that had characterized Paleolithic peoples. In such
societies, women were much involved in agricultural labor, which generated most of the
food for the village. Women were also engaged in spinning, weaving, and pottery making—
activities that were compatible with their role as mothers. Their central economic function,
together with their amazing capacity to produce new life, gave women considerable respect
and, arguably, a status generally equal to that of men. Some scholars have seen this respect
and status reflected, at least in Europe and the Middle East, in a proliferation of figurines,
masks, signs, symbols, and myths, all featuring women and feminine themes dealing with
birth, growth, death, and regeneration. But as the First Civilizations took shape, the
institutions and values of male dominance, often referred to as patriarchy, gradually
emerged. The big question, of course, lies in trying to explain this momentous change. What
was it about civilization that seemed to generate patriarchy?
One approach to answering this question highlights the role of a new and more intensive
form of agriculture, involving the use of animal-drawn plows and the keeping and milking

of large herds of animals. Unlike earlier farming practices that relied on a hoe or digging
stick, plow-based agriculture meant heavier work, which men were better able to perform.
Taking place at a distance from the village, this new form of agriculture was perhaps less
compatible with women’s primary responsibility for child rearing. Furthermore, the
growing population of civilizations meant that women were more often pregnant and even
more deeply involved in child care than before. Thus, in plow-based communities, men
took over most of the farming work, and the status of women declined correspondingly,
even though their other productive activities—weaving and food preparation, for
example—continued. “As women were increasingly relegated to secondary tasks . . . ,”
writes archeologist Margaret Ehrenberg, “they had fewer personal resources with which to
assert their status.”
Because patriarchy also developed in civilizations untouched by plow agriculture, such as
those of Mesoamerica and the Andes, perhaps something else was at work as well.
Historian David Christian suggests that the declining position of women was connected
more generally to the growth of social complexity in civilizations as economic, religious,
and political “specialists” became more prominent. Because men were less important in the
household, they may have been more available to assume the powerful and prestigious
specialist roles. From these positions of authority, men were able to shape the values and
practices of their societies in ways that benefited themselves at the expense of women.
Here, perhaps, lies the origin of an ancient distinction between the realm of the home,
defined as the domain of women, and the world of public life, associated with men.
Women have long been identified not only with the home but also with nature, for they are
intimately involved in the fundamental natural process of reproduction. But civilization
seemed to highlight culture, or the human mastery of nature, through agriculture,
monumental art and architecture, and the creation of large scale cities and states. Did this
mean, as some scholars have suggested, that women were now associated with an inferior
dimension of human life (nature), while men assumed responsibility for the higher order of
culture?
A further aspect of civilization that may well have contributed to patriarchy was warfare.
Large-scale military conflict with professionally led armies was a feature of almost all of the
First Civilizations, and female prisoners of war often were the first slaves. With military
service largely restricted to men, its growing prominence in the affairs of civilizations
served to enhance the power and prestige of a male warrior class. So too, perhaps, did
private property and commerce, central elements of the First Civilizations. Without sharp
restrictions on women’s sexual activity, how could a father be certain that family property
would be inherited by his offspring? In addition, the buying and selling associated with
commerce were soon applied to male rights over women, as female slaves, concubines, and
wives were exchanged among men.
In what ways social inequality expressed with early civilizations?
In what ways have historians tried to explain the origins of gender inequality?
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